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MOL-LUB General Purchase Conditions
(in effect since November 1st, 2019.)
Provisions of the present General Purchase
Conditions (GPC) shall be applied in all supply (sale
and purchase) contracts, frame contracts (“Contract”
or “Contracts”) , where MOL-LUB Kft. participates
as the Customer (”Customer”).
Regarding its content the GPC will always form part
of a Contract, as its annex..
In case of any discrepancy between the GPC and the
Contract the Contract shall prevail.
The Customer is entitled to unilaterally amend the
GPC at any time provided by sending a written notice
to Supplier before the planned amendments become
effective. If Supplier does not object to the
amendments in writing within 15 days, it shall be
considered as accepted by Supplier and it shall form a
part of the contract.
The term "contract" described in the GPC shall also
include the frame contract.
1. Parties of the contract:
1.1. All relevant data of the parties shall be defined in
the Contract. .
1.2. Unless otherwise specified in the Contract, the
communication between the parties will have to be
pursued in writing whenever possible (via post or fax
service) or through electronic channels The parties
shall appoint in writing contact persons for
maintaining contacts with each other.
1.3. Contact persons shall act on behalf of the
repective contracting party particularly in the
performance of the concluded Contract as arising
from the Contract itself and the relevant laws in
conformity with the parties’ interests.
1.4. The contact persons will not be authorised to
make any statement related to the conclusion of the
Contract, its content, amendment and termination.
Such legal statement can be made only by the
contracting party’s representative(s) recorded in the
trade registry, the natural person as the contracting
party, and their duly authorised representatives.
1.5. Notifications
Notification in the form of a letter with certificate
of receipt
If the Contract prescribes the delivery of a letter with
certificate of receipt for any legal statement and the
addressee Party fails to accept the letter with
certificate of receipt sent to the address of notification
specified in the present contract, or - if there is no
such address - to its seat due to any reason, the
delivery of the letter shall be attempted again. If such
repeated delivery is unsuccessful the letter will be
regarded as delivered within 5 (five) days following
the repeated posting.
Notification in the form of electronic mail (e-mail)
The parties agree that unless otherwise specified in
the Contract they will inform each other on
information related to the performance of the
Contract (including also call-off under the Contracts,
issuance and acceptance of orders) through the
electronic mailing system.
Notifications sent by the contact persons in electronic
form, as e-mail will, in the absence of confirmation,
be regarded as delivered after one working day
following the sending day.
The parties acknowledge and accept that until proof
of its opposite, the notifications, confirmations
defined in the Contract are sent electronically, by
email to Customer and Supplier without authorized
signature
or
other
authorization
replacing
it.SupplierCustomerRegarding e-mails prepared in
compliance with the provisions specified in the
Contract the Parties will not be entitled to refer before
any court or other authority that these mails fail to
comply with the requirements set out for written
documents prepared in the company’s name except if
it is provably used with fraudulent or other unlawful
intention.

If any dispute may emerge related to the sending
party’s e-mail regarding the sender’s identity or the
content of the e-mail, the sending party shall prove
that the e-mail was not sent by the person shown as
the sender or it was sent not with the content as
received.
Parties state that they regard the applicable e-mail
system as safe and reliable as of the date of effect of
the Contract, and also agree that if there is any danger
to the safety of the system and they become aware
thereof during the operation, they will immediately
inform on such fact or information the other party.
Parties will be liable for damages arising from
delaying such information.
Parties agree that letter sent through electronic
channels (e-mail) will be regarded as official contact
only, where and to the extent explicitly permitted by
the present contract. Parties explicitly agree that the
Contract cannot be amended and terminated by letters
send through electronic channel.
2. Scope of the Contract and ordering procedure
The scope of the Contract shall be determined using
quantity, quality and other parameters ensuring that
the contracting parties will be always fully aware
what products and services are covered by the
Contract.
2..1 Ordering Procedure
Customer is entitled to order the Product from
Supplier electronically (email). The Order shall be
confirmed in writing by Supplier within maximum 5
(two) working days of receipt thereof or within the
daeadline indicated in the relevant order.
The Order shall include the following data as a
minimum:
•
PO number and date
•
Contract number and date
•
Name, identity and quantity of the delivered
Product,
•
terms of delivery in accordance with parity as it
set forth in INCOTERMS 2010,
•
deadline of performance,
•
address of performance,
•
Purchase Price,
•
invoicing company name and address,
•
billing address if it differs from the invoicing
address,
•
provisions relating to the type and content of
the accompanying documents of Product,
•
details of Supplier,
•
contact details of Supplier and Customer
•
other delivery terms (e.g. penalties, REACH
compliance).

2.2 Both the Order and its confirmation shall be
regarded as valid and accepted by Parties if it
received by e-mail or fax. The rules applicable for
confirmations sent via e-mail are specified under
clause 1.5.
.
2.6
Upon accepting the Purchase Order ,
Supplier acknowledges and declares that:
- the Goods were released for free circulation in the
European Union and
- the sales of the Goods is a two-party transaction,
whereby the Goods will be supplied directly from
Supplier to Customer, and no third party will be
involved in the sales transaction except for the carrier.
If the supply of Goods does not correspond with the
above conditions Supplier shall be liable for all
damages incurred by Customer in this respect, which
includes also the reimbursement of fines imposed by
the tax authority.
3. Purchase price and payment
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Currency of invoicing and payment shall be EUR or
USD.
3.1 The purchase price consists of its amount and
currency with reference to value added tax. The
Supplier shall have no right, other than in the event of
a breach of Contract by the Customer, to claim
compensation for its costs incurred in performance of
the agreement.
3.2 The Supplier is entitled to issue its invoice if the
Supplier fulfills its contractual obligations in
accordance with the provisions of the agreement
within 15 days after performance. . The purchase
price does not include VAT. In case of procurement
of goods and services within the territory of the
Community (from taxpayer with valid EU VAT
number) according to the the reverse charge
mechanism Customer shall pay the tax on the basis of
Article 138, 194 and 196 of 2006/112 EC. Invoices
issued by supplier shall meet the requirements
defined in Article 219a-240 of 2006/112/EC
Directive.
3.3 The Supplier shall issue a formally, substantively
and numerically correct invoice in accordance with
applicable laws and the provisions of the agreement.
If the invoice fails to meet the requirements laid down
in the GPCor any other provisions set as condition
precedents for payment in the GPC the Customer
shall call upon the Supplier in writing to meet the
missing conditions and the invoice is returned to the
Supplier without payment. In such cases the due
payment date specified in the Contract shall
commence on the date when all missing conditions
are fully met.
3.4 The representative of the Customer certifies due
performance by signing the certificate of
performance.
3.5 A copy of the order sheet (with order number) or
that the agreement and a copy of freight document, as
well as the signed certificate of performance (or proof
of delivery or handover protocol signed by the
Customer) shall be attached to the invoice.
3.6 The Customer is entitled to return incorrect
invoices without payment. The deadline for payment
shall restart upon receipt of the correct invoice.
3.7 Subject to due performance the Customer shall
transfer the amount indicated on the correct invoice to
the bank account indicated on the Supplier’s invoice
within 60 days from the receipt of the invoice. If the
last day provided for performance is a holiday or a
bank holiday the customer is entitled to perform on
the next working day. The expenses of the sending
bank shall be borne by the Customer, and the
expenses charged by any other banks (correspondent
or beneficiary) participating in the transaction shall be
borne by the Supplier
3.8 Payment of the invoice by the Customer shall not
be construed as a waiver of any of its contractual
rights or at law.
3.9 The Customer is entitled to set off any penalties
due to the Customer from the Supplier against the
purchase and indicate such set-off to the Supplier
simultaneously with payment.
3.10 The Supplier is not entitled to any kind of
advance payment.
3.11 The Customer’s payment obligation shall be
considered performed upon debiting its bank account
by the corresponding amount.
3.12 Any party failing to perform its payment
obligation on or before its due date shall be in default.
The party in default shall pay a default interest
identical to the reference interest rate + 5% p.a on
any amount overdue for the period of the default, that
is from the first day in default until the date of the
payment. (1 month EURIBOR for EUR and 1 month
LIBOR for USD)
The Party in delay shall pay the accrued default
interest to the other Party in 8 days upon receipt of
the demand letter. The default interest shall be
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calculated by Parties on the basis of the actual
number of days of the delay and considering 360 days
per year.
The default interest shall be paid in the same currency
as the currency of the overdue amount set out in the
payment terms of this contract.
The default interest shall be paid in the currency of
the principal amount specified in the agreement.
In case of any overdue payment obligation by the
Supplier towards Customer the Customer is entitled
to set off the amount of overdue payment obligation
to any of its payment obligations towards Supplier
originating from the agreement or other legal
relationship and to inform the Supplier on this act at
the same time.
4. Performance of the Contract:
4.1. The performance shall be in full conformity with
the content of the Contract and in compliance with
the place and date of performance, the agreed
quantity, quality and other parameters ensuring that
the services and products are applicable for the
intended and fair use.
4.2. The Supplier shall simultaneously with the
acceptance of goods deliver the documents, protocols,
the manufacturer’s production document verifying the
quality of goods, and the information required for the
intended use, maintenance and repair of the goods.
The Supplier shall present the mass and volume data
per one unit, the customs tariff number and EAN code
of the delivered goods on the escorting document.
4.3. The goods shall be prepared for transportation in
a suitable packaging to ensure that they are not
damaged during the full process of loading and
transportation.
4.4. The place of performance will be the site
specified in the Contract or any other place where the
goods forming the subject of the Contract is handedover and taken-over. The risk related to the goods will
be transferred onto the Customer at the place of
performance by virtue of the hand-over/take-over of
goods.
4.5. The date of performance can be a date or a
deadline. If the Contract specifies a date, then the
Supplier will be allowed to perform only on such
date. Deviation from such date will need a Contract
amendment. If the Contract specified a deadline, then
the Supplier may perform on the last day of such
deadline or on any preceding day, but it shall inform
thereon the Customer’s representative, and hold
consultations with him.
4.6. During the take-over process the Customer’s
representative will inspect the delivered quantity and
as far as possible the quality item by item or at
random. In case the perfromance is not in confrormity
with the PO/Contract, Customer is entitled to refuse
takeover of the product.
4.7. Once the Customer accepts the performance and
takes over the goods, the title will be transferred onto
the Customer.
5. Breach of Contract and its sanctions:
5.1. Penalty for late performance
If, due to any reason attributable to Supplier,
obligations deriving from the individual order are not
in conformity with the Contract or not fulfilled within
the time period set out in the Contract, Supplier shall
pay late performance penalty to Customer, as follows:
The compensation for each day of delay commenced
equals to 1 % (one)% of the gross value of the
affected deliverable of the Contract as the basis of
penalty, but not more than 20 (twenty)% of the gross
total value of the affected individual order.
The late performance penalty becomes due at the time
of the occurrence of the delay. Payment of the late
performance penalty shall not release Supplier from
the obligation to perform the Contract.

The late performance penalty becomes due at the time
of the occurrence of the delay.

5.3. Non-performance penalty
If, due to any reasons attributable to Supplier,
Customer terminates or rescindes the Contract,
Supplier is obliged to pay a penalty on nonperformance that equals to 20% of the gross
contractual value as the basis of penalty
5.4. Defective performance penalty
If, due to any reason attributable to Supplier,
performance of Supplier is not in conformity with the
Contract, Supplier shall pay penalty that equals to 20
(twenty) % of the gross Contract value.
The defective performance penalty becomes due with
the defective performance.
5.5 Should the Supplier be reasonably able to foresee
that its performance will not be in conformity with
the contractual terms (late or defective delivery or
non-delivery), but fails to communicate it to the
Customer, Supplier shall pay penalty for this failure
that equals to 10 (ten) % of the gross contractual
value as base of penalty.

5.6. Penalty for violation of HSE regulations
If the Supplier violates the HSE regulations on the
registered office, business, premises and branch office
of Customer during performing the Contract, it shall
pay penalty as follows:
The facts and faults which may be assessed during the
on-the-spot checks carried out by the Customer and
which are bases for the application of penalty and the
other conditions of the penalty-calculation are
regulated in Appendix 1. The Supplier shall be
responsible and shall pay penalty for the violation of
the HSE regulations by his subSuppliers, too.
5.7. General rules of penalty
The Customer is also entitled to enforce the different
types of penalties against the Supplier together.
In line with the rules of indemnification, Customer is
entitled to claim compensation for damages
exceeding the amount of the penalty but only up to
the value of the project.
Customer may enforce the amount of the penalty in a
separate demand letter that shall be paid by Supplier
via bank transfer within 15 days of the receipt thereof.
5.8. Reservation of Rights
The acknowledgement of a performance that is not in
conformity with the Contract does not mean a waiver
of other claims originating from the breach of the
Contract.
6 Guarantee and warranty:
6.1. Unless the Contract specifies a longer period, the
Supplier shall provide the Customer with minimum
the same guarantee and warranty for the goods as the
manufacturer and its period cannot be shorter than the
statutory period prescribed by laws.
6.2. The Supplier will assume a guarantee and
warranty – as described above – for its contractual
performance, namely that at the performance and
during the guarantee and warranty period the goods
will:
- comply with the conditions specified in the
Contract, and the requirements defined by laws and
authorities,
- be suitable for the intended ordinary use and serve
the intended purposes of the Customer,
- be free of any and all faults and defects (including
also the manifest and latent faults).
6.3. The Supplier will further guarantee that no third
party has any right on the goods that may make
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impossible for the Customer to acquire the ownership
or that may restrict or prevent its possession or use of
the goods even at any degree or level (legal
guarantee).
6.4. In case of a defect covered by guarantee the
Customer may exercise its guarantee rights as
specified by laws and may claim compensation if it
suffers any damage due to such defect.
8. The Supplier’s reporting obligation:
7.1 The Supplier shall immediately report to the
Customer in writing if any bankruptcy, liquidation or
winding-up process has been launched against it, or
its solvency has been destroyed due to any other
reason to the extent that it can jeopardise the
performance of the Contract.
7.2. The Supplier shall immediately report to the
Customer in writing on any condition that can
jeopardise the performance of the obligations
assumed in the Order by the relevant deadline or may
lead to unjustified extra cost.
9. Non-disclosure clause
Parties agree that all data, facts – in particular, but not
limited to the existence of the contract and its
contents – associated with the other Party and its
activities received or obtained at any time, in any
manner by one Party in connection with the
conclusion and performance of the contract, shall be
considered as business secret (confidential
information) and as such, it shall not be disclosed or
made accessible to third parties or be used for
purposes other than performing the contract.
This provision shall not apply to the information
handed over to MOL Group members. The fulfilment
of the confidentiality obligation of MOL Group
members is ensured by the Customer.
This provision shall not apply to the information to be
disclosed by Customers to third parties providing
finance-accounting, legal, HR, insurance, additional
financial or debt collection services for Customer
upon contract, and to the assignee in respect of the
information necessary for the execution and
performance of the assignment agreement in case of
assignment of claims arising from the contract by
Customer, furthermore to a third party if the contract
requires the providing a financial security and the
information is necessary for the execution and
performance of the agreements that are connected to
the required security.
The obligation of non-disclosure shall not apply to
information which:
is in the public domain, or – due to a
reason other than the act or omission of
the receiving Party – subsequently
becomes publicly known, or
(ii.) was provably in the possession of the
receiving Party prior to the effective date
of the contract, or
(iii.) the receiving Party acquired from a third
party who is not under a confidentiality
obligation vis-á-vis the Party concerned
by such information, or
(iv.) is to be made public or disclosed pursuant
to the law, stock exchange regulation or
authority order, to the extent such
disclosure is legally required.
(i.)

The termination of the present contract for whatever
reason shall not affect the present confidentiality
obligation, which shall expire 3 years from the date of
termination.
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10.Termination of the Contract
If it is possible to restore the conditions entirely as
existed before concluding the contract, Customer
shall be entitled to rescind from the contract in
writing with immediate effect and without liability for
indemnification thereof, or if the conditions existed
before concluding the contract cannot be restored,
Customer shall be entitled to terminate the contract in
writing even with immediate effect and without
liability for indemnification, in the following cases:
a)
if Supplier and/or any person acting on
behalf or as a representative of the same materially
violates the provisions of the Business Partner Code
of Ethics of MOL Group, or
b)
if Supplier and/or any person acting on
behalf or as a representative of it violates the
provisions of the HSE Regulations applicable within
the territory of Customer, or
c)
if Supplier violates its non-disclosure
obligations undertaken in the contract, or
d)
if statement or behaviour/action of
Supplier damages Customer’s reputation, business
trustworthiness, or
e)
if Supplier fails to deliver in due time set
out in the contract, or
f)
if Supplier repeatedly or materially
violates its contractual obligations not referred to
above, or
g)
if Supplier has a debt outstanding for
more than 30 days against any member of the MOL
Group the sum of which is at least EUR 1000 per any
member of the MOL Group or the aggregate of all its
debts outstanding for more than 30 days against the
members of the MOL Group equals to or exceeds
EUR 10,000 (in case any debt is outstanding in a
currency other than EUR, such debt has to be
converted on the rate of European Central Bank for
such exchange / EUR (ECB fixing), or.
h)
if Supplier is insolvent or a petition for
liquidation is filed against it.

The letter on rescission or termination shall be
delivered in person, by a courier or by sending a letter
with certificate of delivery to Supplier. In case of
rescission by Customer, Parties shall settle with one
another all Services performed and the contractual
countervalue paid until the day when the rescission
becomes effective and shall restore the conditions as
existed before concluding the contract.
In case of termination the contract for cause by
Customer, Parties shall settle with one another all
Services perfomed and the contractual countervalue
paid – including the breach of contract and its
consequences – until the day when the termination
becomes effective
In case of rescission or termination the contract for
cause Customer reserves the right to enforce its rights
arising from breach of contract, including the right of
being indemnified.

11. Force majeure
It is not qualified as breach of contract, if any/either
of the contracting Parties cannot perform its
contractual obligations due to reasons beyond the
control of any of the Parties (force majeure).
Circumstances to be considered as force majeure shall
mean unforeseen events that cannot be prevented by
human efforts (e.g. war, earthquake, flood, fires,
terrorist attack, etc.), are beyond the control of the
Parties and directly hamper the given Party’s ability
to perform its contractual obligations.

The contractual deadlines shall be extended in
proportion to the duration of force majeure.
If the period of force majeure exceeds 30 days, the
Parties shall conduct negotiations on the possible
amendment of the contract. If such negotiations are
not successful within 10 days, either of the Parties
shall be entitled to terminate the contract with
immediate effect, even if it would otherwise not be
entitled to do so pursuant to the governing law or the
contract, furthermore the Parties shall, without delay,
settle accounts with one another as stated for the
termination of the contract, in accordance with the
rules applicable to subsequent impossibility.
The contracting Parties shall, without any delay,
notify one another in writing of the threat or the
occurrence of any force majeure situation and its
expected duration. Damages deriving from late
notification of the threat or the occurrence of force
majeure shall be borne by the Party liable for such
late notification.
12. Other conditions
12.1. Invalidity
Should any provision of this agreement become void
or invalid, it does not effect the validity of the other
provisions and the contract itself, unless the Parties
would not have concluded the agreement without the
provision proved to be void or invalid.
12.2 Applicable law and court clause
Parties agree that all issues covered by the contract –
including the validity of the contract, the contractual
provisions, declarations, agreements and obligations –
shall be governed by the laws of Hungary, and by
excluding the conflicting rules of this law.
Parties shall endeavour to settle amicably all disputes
associated with the contract.
In the absence of an agreement being reached
amicably, Parties shall refer the dispute to the
exclusive competence of the Budapest Second and
Third District Court of Justice, if the local courts are
competent according to the Hungarian Code of Civil
Procedure. In any other cases Parties shall settle their
legal dispute before the competent court having
jurisdiction according to the Hungarian Code of Civil
Procedure.
12.3 Reference
The Customer is entitled to refer to the contract or its
cooperation with Supplier if a third party explicitly
requests this during a call for tender, public
procurement process or contract negotiations.
Without having an explicit written consent from
Supplier Customer is only entitled to disclose the
existence and the subject of the contract (with
disclosing the volume of goods or Services pertaining
to the subject matter of the contract) to the third party.
The Supplier may only be entitled to refer to the
contract or its cooperation with Customer upon
Customer’s prior and express consent in writing.
Customer is entitled to revoke its consent provided at
any time in writing without giving any reason.
12.4 Acceptance of HSE regulations
The Supplier undertakes to fully comply with the upto–date version of the internal HSE Regulations
(working-, fire-, environment protection, traffic etc.
rules) effective within the territory of the Customer.
Customer keeps HSE regulations updated and
accessible
under
the
web
site:
https://mol.hu/en/about-mol/supplier-center/
By signing the present contract the Supplier accepts
that Customer informs the Supplier about the changes
regarding the HSE regulations via the e-mail address
indicated in the present contract in due time and
before the changes enter into force.
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By signing the present contract Supplier certifies that
it acknowledged the HSE regulations applicable on
the date the contract was signed and expressed its
consent to be bound by them. Expressed by its
signature the Supplier undertakes to acknowledge the
changes of the HSE regulations updated via e-mail
and also expresses its consent to be bound by them
and obey them from their date of effect.
If the Supplier uses a subSupplier, Supplier
undertakes that it strictly makes the subSupplier study
and comply with the up-to-date version of the internal
HSE Regulations (working-, fire-, environment
protection, traffic etc. rules) effective within the
territory of the Customer.
12.5 Acceptance of Business Partner Code of
Ethics
By the execution of the contract, the Supplier certifies
that it has reached the Business Partner Code of
Ethics of MOL Group on www.mol.hu, it has studied
and understood what has been stipulated therein and
agrees to be subject to the obligations deriving
therefrom.
12.6 Transfelability/Assignment
Customer is entitled to transfer/assign the contract in
whole or in part or specific rights, obligations or
claims arising from the contract to a third party, with
the prior notice of the Supplier. By signing the
contract, the Supplier irrevocably consents to any
such transfer/assignment
13. REACH clause
8.1. The Supplier agree to fully comply with the
obligations prescribed in Regulation (EC) No
1907/2006 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 18 December 2006 concerning the
Registration,
Evaluation,
Authorisation
and
Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) (hereinafter as:
„REACH Regulation”), and Regulation (EC) No
1272/2008 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 16 December 2008 on classification,
labelling and packaging of substances and mixtures
(hereinafter as: „CLP Regulation”) in conformity with
the deadlines specified in the REACH Regulation and
CLP Regulation. The Supplier will sell the product to
the Customer in compliance with the requirements
specified in the REACH Regulation and CLP
Regulation. The Supplier has issued a statement on
information in connection with the REACH
Regulation and CLP Regulation related to the
product, and the parties attach this statement as an
annex of this contract. During the term of the
Contract the Supplier shall inform the Customer in
writing on any change in the data in the statement.
8.2 The Supplier shall attach to the Contract or to the
conformation of the order a safety data sheet in
Hungarian language that can fully comply with all
requirements of REACH Regulation. The safety data
sheet will form in inseparable part of the Contract. If
the parties concluded the Contract for the product to
be supplied under the present contract prior to the
registration deadline specified in the REACH
Regulation, then the Supplier will assume to
immediately send the registration number to the
Customer following the registration.
8.3 If the Supplier fails to fully perform any of its
obligations arising from the REACH Regulation or
the CLP Regulation due to whatever reason in a
manner specified in the REACH Regulation or the
CLP Regulation, the performance cannot be regarded
as a contractual performance, and the Customer will
be entitled – in addition to his other rights under the
Contract or laws – to reject the acceptance of the
product and/or to terminate the Contract with
immediate effect or rescind the Contract and the
Supplier will be liable for all damages caused to the
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Customer.
The
Supplier’s
obligation
for
compensation will include also the compensation for
damages arising from the default or incompleteness
of information presented on the safety data sheet.
8.4. If the Customer terminated the Contract with
immediate effect due to breach of above obligations
arising from the REACH Regulation or the CLP
Regulation, or the Customer rescinds the Contract for
the same reason, the Supplier shall transform from the
Customer all products that were formerly supplied to
the Customer and fail to meet the requirements of the
REACH Regulation or the CLP Regulation, and shall
reimburse all cost occurring in connection with these
products at the Customer, including inter alia also but
not limited to the cost of transportation and storage.
14. EKAER
If the goods are transported by road Supplier notes
that transport can only be started in possession of an
EKAER number in accordance with Act XCII of
2003 on the Rules of Taxation. Supplier is obliged to
provide Customer with the data necessary for the
notification in the Order, or at the latest before the
deadline specified by the law.
In the event of a change regarding the originally
given data falling in the sphere of the Supplier, the
Supplier shall immediately provide the Customer
with the changes.
If Supplier fails to provide the data necessary for the
EKAER notification requested by Customer before
beginning the execution of the transport, Customer
shall not be liable for the delay resulting from this
omission of the Supplier unless the delay is due to
gross negligence or intentional behaviour of the
Customer
15. Data Protection
Parties shall comply with the rules of the Regulation
2016/679 on the protection of natural persons with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the
free movement of such data, and repealing Directive
95/46/EC (hereinafter referred to as: General Data
Protection Regulation or GDPR) when processing
personal data.
According to this contract both Parties shall be
deemed as data controllers concerning the personal
data of contact persons in the contract. Parties process
the following contact data: name, e-mail address,
telephone number, signature in order to prove the
knowledge of the professional competencies for the
performance of the contract.
Parties declare having the legal basis for the data
transfer and the transfer must be based on prior
information available to the data subject. The privacy
notice shall contain the elements required by the
GDPR.

10. Non-disclosure and confidentiality clause
9.1. Contracting Parties agree that all data, facts – in
particular, but not limited to the existence of the
Contract and its contents – associated with the other
party and its activities received or obtained at any
time, in any manner by one party in connection with
the conclusion and performance of the Contract shall
be considered as business secret (confidential
information) and as such, it shall not be disclosed or
made accessible to third parties or be used for
purposes other than performing the Contract.
This provision will not apply to the following
information (i) all information to be supplied to the
third party that provides under the Contract financial,
accounting, insurance, and additional financial and
debt collection services to the Customer, and (ii)
information required for the assignee in case a claim
arising from the Contract is assigned by the
Customer, and (iii) if the Contract requires the
provision of any financial guarantee, information
required for the conclusion and performance of

agreements related to such guarantee and to be
provided to a third party. The present provision will
not apply onto the disclosure of information to
companies that are members of MOL Group. The
Customer will guarantee the confidentiality obligation
of MOL Group members.
9.2. Furthermore, the obligation of non-disclosure
shall not apply to information which:
- which are available for the public, or which are
published in the future not due to the fault of the
Recipient, or
- which were provably already known prior to the
effective date of the present Contract to Recipient, or
- the receiving party acquired from a third party who
is not under a confidentiality obligation vis-à-vis the
party concerned by such information, or
- is to be made public or disclosed pursuant to the
law, stock exchange regulation or authority order, to
the extent such disclosure is legally required.
9.3. In case of the termination of the present Contract
due to any reason whatsoever the provisions of the
present confidentiality clause remain effective for 3
years counted from the termination/performance.
11. Protection of reputation:
The Supplier shall perform its contractual obligations
while not causing any harm to the Customer’s
reputation. The parties shall protect each other’s
reputation versus third parties.
Breach of this provision may have legal
consequences, and may finally lead to a claim for
compensation.
12. Ordinary termination of the Contract with
notice period
The Customer will be entitled to terminate the
Contract in writing with a 60-day notice period
without ascribing the reasons thereof.
The document containing the termination shall be
delivered personally or as a letter with certificate of
receipt to the Supplier.
In case of termination Parties shall settle with one
another all services and the contractual counter value
thereof, performed until the day of termination.
13. Termination of the Contract by rescinding or
extraordinary termination
In case events under the present Point occur and if the
pre-contract status can be restored, the Customer will
be entitled to rescind the Contract with immediate
effect and without any obligation for compensation or
if the pre-contract status cannot be restored, the
Customer will be entitled to terminate the Contract
even with immediate effect and without any
obligation for compensation:
a)
The Supplier or any party acting on its
behalf and/or in its name seriously breaches the
provisions of MOL Group Code of Ethics for
Business Partners,
b)
The Supplier or any party acting on its
behalf and/or in its name seriously breaches the HSE
regulations in effect in the area of MOL-LUB Kft.,
c)
The Supplier breaches its confidentiality
obligation assumed under the Contract,
d)
The Supplier with its declaration or
behaviour/act harms the Customer’s reputation and
business fairness,
e)
The Supplier fails to transfer its consent
to the management of personal data or to perform its
obligation for information on the data security
incident,
f)
The Supplier fails to perform its
obligation of payment specified in the articles of the
Contract or not as specified therein, or
g)
The Supplier repeatedly or, in the
Customer’s opinion, seriously breaches its obligations
under the Contract and not specifically identified
herein,
h)
The Supplier has towards any MOL
Group member any debt overdue for more than 30
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days with the minimum amount of 1.000 EUR for any
one MOL Group member, or its total debt overdue for
longer than 30 days has reached or is higher than
10.000 EUR (if any debt is payable in any currency
other than EUR, the debt in the given currency will be
converted onto EUR in accordance with the given
currency/EURO exchange rate (ECB fixing) issued
by the European Central Bank), or
i)
The Supplier becomes insolvent or a
liquidation process is launched against the Supplier.
j)
The Supplier fails to meet a performance
date specified in the Contract.
Documents containing rescind or extraordinary
termination shall be delivered personally or with a
currier or as a letter with certificate of receipt to the
contracting party. In case of rescind by the Customer
the Parties shall settle with one another all services
and the contractual counter value thereof, performed
until the day of termination and restore the precontract status.
In case of extraordinary termination by the Customer
the Parties shall settle with one another all services
and the contractual counter value thereof, performed
until the day of termination – including also the
breach of contract and its consequences.
In case of rescind or extraordinary termination the
Customer will reserve the right to enforce its rights
arising from breach of contract, including also the
right for claiming compensation for damages.
14.
Force Majeure
It is not qualified as breach of contract, if any/either
of the contracting Parties cannot perform its
contractual obligations due to reasons beyond the
control of any of the Parties (force majeure).
Circumstances to be considered as force majeure shall
mean unforeseen events that cannot be prevented by
human efforts (e.g. war, earthquake, flood, fires,
terrorist attack, etc.), are beyond the control of the
Parties and directly hamper the given Party’s ability
to perform its contractual obligations.
The contractual deadlines shall be extended in
proportion to the duration of force majeure. If the
period of force majeure exceeds 30 days, the Parties
shall conduct negotiations on the possible amendment
of the Contract. If such negotiations are not
successful within 10 days, either of the Parties shall
be entitled to terminate the Contract with immediate
effect, even if it would otherwise not be entitled to do
so pursuant to the governing law or the Contract,
furthermore the Parties shall, without delay, settle
accounts with one another as stated for the
termination of the Contract, in accordance with the
rules applicable to subsequent impossibility.
The contracting Parties shall, without any delay,
notify one another in writing of the threat or the
occurrence of any force majeure situation and its
expected duration. Damages deriving from late
notification of the threat or the occurrence of force
majeure shall be borne by the Party liable for such
late notification.
15. Data protection
Parties shall comply with the rules of the Regulation
2016/679 on the protection of natural persons with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the
free movement of such data, and repealing Directive
95/46/EC (hereinafter referred to as: General Data
Protection Regulation or GDPR) when processing
personal data.
According to this contract both Parties shall be
deemed as data controllers concerning the personal
data of contact persons in the contract. Parties process
the following contact data: name, e-mail address,
telephone number, signature and CV in order to prove
the knowledge of the professional competencies for
the performance of the contract.
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Parties declare having the legal basis for the data
transfer and the transfer must be based on prior
information available to the data subject. The privacy
notice shall contain the elements required by the
GDPR.
Based on the request of any Party the other Party shall
demonstrate the privacy notice together with the data
transfer or any time after it.
16. Other provisions:
15.1 The present GPC and concluded Contract
constitutes the full agreement between the Parties
regarding the subject matter of the Contract. By
concluding the Contract all prior negotiations made
by the Parties either verbally or in writing and
respectively all their prior agreements having the
same subject matter are hereby repealed. Those
customs which the Parties applied before in their
business relation and those practices they evolved
within each other do not form part of the Contract;
nor do any of those customs which are known widely
and commonly and are regularly used by Parties of
similar contracts in the given business.
15.2. If any provision of the Contract is invalid it will
not make the entire Contract invalid. The invalid
provision shall be replaced with the relevant
provision of laws.
15.3. Rules of the Hungarian laws shall be applied
onto the present GPC, the Contract and issues not
governed by the Contract.
15.4. Parties shall try to settle all disputes related to
the Contract through non-judicial channels. For the
settlement of disputes that cannot be settled amicably,
the Parties shall abide by the exclusive jurisdiction of
the ordinary court.
15.5. The Contract can be amended only by the
parties’ mutual consent and in writing. The changes
in Parties’ data recorded in the trade register,
including in particular the changes in the sites,
persons of their representatives, their bank account
numbers, or in the registered data of the persons of
their contact officers shall not be regarded as
instances of the amendment of the Contract. The
Party concerned by a change indicated shall
immediately inform the other Party.
15.6. The Parties shall cooperate during the
performance of the Contract and inform each other on
all circumstances that might have effect onto the
contractual performance.
15.7. The Supplier can use the Contract concluded
with the Customer or its business cooperation as its
reference only upon having the explicit prior consent
of the Customer in writing. The Customer will be
entitled to withdraw any such prior consent at any
time without giving any reasons for the withdrawal.
15.8. The Supplier assumes the obligation to fully
comply with the HSE regulations in effect at any time
on the area of Customer (health, safety, fire and
environmental protection and traffic rules, etc.). The
Customer will keep the HSE regulations shown on the
following
website:
https://mol.hu/hu/molrol/beszallitoi-kozpont/ up-todate and available.
By signing the present Contract the Supplier will
accept that the Customer will inform the Supplier on
all changes in its HSE regulations in due time
required for being prepared to such changes using the
e-mail addresses recorded in the present contract and
prior to the date of effect of such changes.
By signing the present Contract the Supplier will
confirm that it has understood the HSE regulations in
effect on the date of effect of the Contract and
acknowledged them as obligatory rules. By signing
the present Contract the Supplier will also accept that
it will study the new HSE regulations as updated in emails, and since these regulations are approved it will
accept and comply with them during the performance
of the Contract as statutory rules.

If the Supplier employs a third party carrier for
transporting the goods, it will assume the obligation
that this carrier will also study and comply with the
HSE regulations in effect in the area of the Customer
(health, safety, fire and environmental protection and
traffic rules, etc.).
15.9 If during the work performed in the area of the
Customer by the Supplier’s representatives and/or its
carriers any HSE event occurs (including e.g. they
suffer or cause an accident, fire or release of material,
etc.); or a situation develops that is not qualified as
HSE event but can attract the attention of the
community, population, media or authorities, then the
Customer’s representatives and/or carriers shall
immediately report the case to the HSE
representatives, and shall fully cooperate with the
representatives of the competent authorities and the
HSE unit in order that the circumstances of the HSE
event or the above referred situation can be identified
and investigated.
15.10 By signing the present Contract the Supplier
verifies that it has reached MOL Group Code of
Ethics
for
Business
Partners
at
the
https://mol.hu/hu/molrol/beszallitoi-kozpont/uzletipartneri-etika/ internet website, understood its
provisions and acknowledged them as statutory rules,
and it cannot refer to the lack of knowledge of their
requirements during the performance of the Contract.
15.11 Transferability
The Supplier will be entitled to transfer the Contract
or any part(s) thereof or the acquired rights and
obligations or claims specified in the Contract onto
any third party or encumber the claims on its favour
exclusively pursuant to the prior written consent of
the Customer. The prior written consent of the
Customer will in the above cases, only with respect to
the antecedents described in the present clause and as
an individual case, waive the Supplier from the
performance of its confidentiality obligation assumed
in the Contract.
Customer will be entitled to transfer the Contract or
its specific part(s) or certain rights or obligations or
claims specified in the Contract onto a third party by
sending a prior notification to the Supplier. By
signing the Contract the Supplier will irrevocably
give its consent to such transfer.
The enlisted regulations will form annexes of the
Contract.
15.12. If the parties conclude the Contract both in
Hungarian and in a foreign language and there is any
discrepancy between them, the Hungarian version
will prevail. In case of any discrepancy between the
Hungarian and foreign language version of the GPC,
the Hungarian version will prevail.
16. Definitions
MOL Group will mean MOL Plc. and all companies
where MOL Plc. hold – directly or indirectly - in the
supreme decision-making body more than 50% of the
votes, or can exercise the rights of the majority owner
or other control specified in the contract.
Ptk. will mean the Civil Code.
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